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1.
Introduction 41
The calculation of brain activation maps from fMRI measurements requires a realistic model of the BOLD 42 response. Since preclinical fMRI studies on small animals often use analysis tools that have been developed 43 for the analysis of studies in humans, it is crucial to verify that the small animal BOLD response has been 44 characterized correctly. Previous studies showed that the BOLD response of rats have substantially faster 45 temporal dynamics than the response of humans (Silva et al., 2007; Zwart et al., 2005) . Both studies identified 46 a higher flow velocity in veins and capillaries of rats as possible cause for the different BOLD responses. 47
Another factor raised by Silva et al. is that humans have larger blood vessels that cover longer distances, 48 resulting in a higher contribution of large vessel effects to the signal. These results indicate that it is 49 mandatory to use an analysis tool that has been optimized for rats for the analysis of rat BOLD data. Many of 50 the commonly used analysis tools are based on the assumption that the BOLD response linearly follows the 51 stimulation which is used to induce neuronal activation. Accordingly, the BOLD response corresponds to the 52 convolution of neuronal activity with the impulse response function of the vascular system. This function is 53 named hemodynamic response function (HRF). The HRF is often characterized by two gamma functions and 54 then named canonical HRF. Peng et al. (2019) recently showed that a canonical HRF is a good choice for the 55 analysis of rat fMRI data. 56
57
There are many methods for statistical analysis of fMRI data. A commonly used method is the general linear 58 model (GLM) Friston et al., 1994; Worsley and Friston, 1995) . Briefly, time courses 59 from each voxel are compared with a model of the expected signal during neuronal activity using a linear 60 regression. There are several basis sets comprising canonical, gamma, Fourier, finite impulse response (FIR) 61 (Henson and Friston, 2007) , B-spline (Genovese, 2000) , which can be used for GLM based analysis. Each set 62 consists of different basis functions, which are used to form regressors for the analysis. The number of 63 regressors is defined by the model order. 64
One of the most commonly used software tools for analysis of fMRI data is Statistical Parametric Mapping 77 (SPM). It provides a canonical HRF by default (Friston, 2017) . This HRF is based on human datasets (human 78 HRF), which were recorded in a study by Friston and colleagues (Friston et al., 1998; Henson and Friston, 79 2007 ). Due to the significant differences between the BOLD responses of humans and rats, application of the 80 human HRF may not be appropriate for the analysis of small animal data. Furthermore, several studies 81 indicate that experimental conditions like anesthesia (Masamoto et al., 2009; Schlegel et al., 2015; Schroeter 82 et al., 2014; van Alst et al., 2019) , as well as stimulation type (Albers et al., 2018) and stimulation duration 83 (Huettel and McCarthy, 2000; Pfeuffer et al., 2003; Vazquez and Noll, 1998; Yeşilyurt et al., 2008) influence 84 the BOLD response. Therefore, it is not clear whether a universal rat HRF is appropriate to analyze data 85 obtained under different experimental conditions. 86
The aim of this study was to improve the framework of GLM for statistical analysis of rodent data obtained 87 under commonly used experimental conditions. For this purpose, we determined the HRFs of BOLD 88 measurements which were partly obtained in three previous fMRI studies (Albers et al., 2018; Amirmohseni et 89 al., 2016; van Alst et al., 2019) . We derived a cortical rat HRF based on 143 BOLD measurements of the rat 90 primary somatosensory cortex. Additionally, we developed a functional t-test and compared the time courses 91 of HRFs across different rat strains and anesthetic regimens. Finally, the detection performance of the GLM 92 framework after implementation of the cortical rat HRF was compared to the performance when using the 93 human HRF or the FIR basis set. 94 95
Materials and Methods 96
Animal experiments were carried out according to the German Tierschutzgesetz and were approved by the 97 Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz of Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany (approval IDs 87-98 51.04.2010.A274, 87-51.04.2011.A065, 84-02.04.2014.A347 and 84-02.04.2015.A427). We analyzed 281 99 datasets from experiments in 117 rats with a body weight between 155 g and 465 g. 100
Firstly, the BOLD responses of 251 fMRI measurements from 23 different groups were extracted and 101 examined. Groups were defined by the experimental conditions, comprising rat strain (Fischer or Sprague-102 Dawley (SD)), sex, anesthesia (medetomidine or medetomidine with 0.7 % isoflurane), ventilation (ventilated 103 or not ventilated), pain (innocuous or noxious), stimulation duration (1 s, 5 s, or 10 s stimulation), frequency 104 (5 Hz, 9 Hz, 12 Hz, 120 Hz, 150 Hz) and, stimulation mode (optogenetic stimulation of cortex, visual 105 stimulation, electrical or mechanical paw stimulation), activated region (cortex or subcortical regions) and 106 acquisition mode (2D echo planar imaging (EPI) or 1D line scanning (LS)) ( Fig. 1 The procedure of animal preparation for optogenetic stimulation has been described in detail previously 116 (Albers et al., 2018; Schmid et al., 2017) . fMRI measurements were performed on animals expressing the 117 opsins C1V1 TT in excitatory neurons (CamKIIa promoter) or Chronos pan-neuronally (Synapsin1 promoter) in 118 the forelimb region of the sensory cortex (S1FL, 18 animals). 119
Animal preparation for all fMRI measurements was performed under surgical depth of isoflurane anesthesia. 120
For optogenetic stimulation a 200 µm optical fiber was implanted approximately 100 µm above the opsin 121 expressing region and attached to the skull with UV glue. Bipolar needle electrodes were placed 122 subcutaneously in one fore-or hindpaw for electric paw stimulation. For mechanical paw stimulation, a von 123
Frey filament (100 g) was positioned above one hindpaw. 124 39 animals were ventilated. These animals were intubated at the beginning of the preparation. The tubus was 125 connected to a pneumatic valve, which was driven by a ventilator (MRI-1 Ventilator, CWE Inc., Ardmore, 126 PA, USA). The endexpiratory CO 2 was continuously measured with a CO 2 analyzer (CapStar-100 CO2 127
Analyzer, CWE Inc., Ardmore, PA, USA). For optogenetic stimulation, light was coupled into the implanted fiber according to the chosen paradigm. 132
Pulses of 1 up to 11 ms duration with frequencies of 9 Hz, 12 Hz, 120 Hz and 150 Hz and an intensity of 64 -133 162 mW/mm 2 at the fiber tip were used. A blue laser at 488 nm wavelength delivered the light for the 134 activation of Chronos, while C1V1 TT was activated with a green laser at 552 nm wavelength (both OBIS, 135
Coherent, Dieburg, Germany). 136
Visual stimulation was also performed using the blue Laser (488 nm) with a pulse duration of 2 up to 11 ms 137 and a stimulation frequency of 9 Hz. 138
Electrical paw stimulation was performed with 1-2 ms pulse duration at frequencies of 5 Hz, 9 Hz or 12 Hz. A 139 pulse strength of either 1-1.5 mA or 5 mA was used for innocuous or noxious electrical stimulation, 140 respectively. Pulses were generated by a constant current stimulator (DS5, Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, 141
UK). 142
For mechanical stimulation, a frequency of 1 Hz and a pulse duration of 0.5 s was used. The filament above 143 the paw was pneumatically controlled with air pressure by a custom-built device (Amirmohseni et al., 2016) . 144
Pressures from 2 bar up to 4 bar were used. Since the pressure did not linearly reflect the force applied to the 145 paw, the assignment whether a stimulation was noxious or innocuous was based on the occurrence of pain-146 Fig. 1: BOLD measurements from 23 different groups were examined. Groups were defined by different experimental conditions: MRI sequence, strain, sex, anesthesia, ventilation, stimulation duration and frequency, pain, mode of stimulation and by the activated region. The groups and their experimental conditions are listed in Suppl. Table 1. related activations in respective BOLD maps as described by Amirmohseni et al. (2016) . These maps were 147 created in ImageJ using a t-test based custom-written script (Schneider et al., 2012) as described before 148 (Schmid et al., 2017) . 149 150 2.1.3. fMRI measurements 151
All MRI experiments were performed on a 9.4 T Bruker Biospec 94/20 small animal scanner with a 0.7 T/m 152 gradient system (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany), using a 10-mm or 20-mm surface coil or a 153 four-element phased-array head coil. 154
Firstly, an anatomical image was acquired using a 2D fast spin echo sequence (RARE), TR/TE Eff : 2000/50 ms, 155 RARE factor 8, Matrix: 256x256, FOV: 28x26 mm 2 or 30x30 mm 2 , slice thickness: 1.2 mm, 8-14 contiguous 156 slices. Subsequently, a localized shim of the area of interest was performed using Mapshim (Bruker). 2D 157 BOLD measurements were carried out for 10 minutes using a single-shot gradient EPI sequence (TR/TE: fMRI measurements were performed under medetomidine sedation, which was induced by a subcutaneous 168 bolus injection of 0.04 mg/kg and followed by a continuous infusion of 0.05 mg/kg/h. In the next ten minutes, 169 isoflurane was stepwise reduced to zero. The fMRI measurements were started at least 30 min after the 170 medetomidine bolus injection. On 7 ventilated Fischer rats electrical stimulation was also performed with a 171 combination of isoflurane (0.7 % in 1 l/min 80/20 air/O 2 ) and medetomidine (same dose as above). 172
During measurements, animals were placed on a temperature-controlled bed and fixated with bite and ear 173 bars. Rectal temperature was held at 36.4 ± 1.3 °C. Respiration rate of non-ventilated animals was held at 174 67 ± 22 bpm. For ventilated animals ventilation settings were adjusted to hold the end-tidal CO 2 at 175 2.8 ± 0.4 %, thereby avoiding hypercapnia, which is known to reduce the BOLD response ( Functional Imaging Laboratory, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). The first five scans 182 of each measurement were discarded to avoid pre-steady-state artefacts. Afterwards, the positive BOLD 183 response was extracted using a custom-written MATLAB script (Release 2014b, The MathWorks, Inc., 184 Natick, MA, USA). With exception of visual stimulation all modalities of stimulation induced neuronal 185 activity in the primary sensory cortex (S1): Sensory stimulation in the regions of fore or hind limb (S1Fl or 186 S1Hl), optogenetic stimulation of the cortex in S1Fl and optogenetic stimulation of the thalamus in the upper 187 lip region (S1ULp). Therefore, the entire S1 region on the activated side of the brain was marked as region of 188 interest (ROI). For visual stimulation only subcortical regions belonging to the visual pathway were analyzed 189 (marked as ROI in Fig. 2A to stimulation) to zero. Only measurements with more than four voxels that showed a significant and positive 201 signal change were used in this study. 202
The approach to use individually identified voxels for each measurement might introduce bias due to different 203 vascular structures in individual animals. We therefore repeated the analysis using fixed ROIs. In agreement 204 to human studies by Boynton et al. (1996) , no differences were observed between time courses obtained with 205 the different analysis methods (Suppl. Fig. 1 ). 206 was considered. Subsequently, for each permutation the maximum t-value was determined. The p-value is given by the probability for the maximum t-value of the real distribution being smaller than the maximum t-value of the permutations. 207 2.2.2. Extraction of BOLD responses from LS measurements 208 LS data were analyzed as previously described using a customized MATLAB script (Albers et al., 2018) . 209
Briefly, data of the complete first stimulation cycle and the first 20 acquisitions from the following cycles 210 were discarded, because in these acquisitions magnetization had not reached the steady-state. After 211 performing a discrete Fourier transform along the direction of frequency encoding, data points were assigned 212 to the cortex according to the distance (150 -1300 µm) from the cortical surface. BOLD time courses were 213 determined by summing up the signal of these data points and subsequent averaging over all stimulation 214 cycles. 215 216
Fit of the extracted BOLD response 217
According to the linear model it was assumed that the BOLD response can be predicted by the convolution of 218 neuronal activity and HRF. Furthermore, it was assumed that the neuronal activity has a boxcar shape 219 following the stimulation paradigm. Therefore, the convolution of the stimulation paradigm and an HRF was 220 chosen as predictor for the BOLD response. This predicted response was fitted to the time course of the 221 positive BOLD response ( Fig. 2C ). Shan et al. (2014) have shown that an HRF consisting of two gamma 222 functions is the best choice for modeling of the BOLD response in block design studies. Therefore, we used 223 an HRF consisting of two superimposed gamma functions. Such an HRF is named canonical HRF. One 224 gamma function models the maximum, the second the undershoot. Here, the canonical HRF was defined as in 225 SPM (Friston, 2017) , expanded by a parameter which allows variable amplitudes: 226
227
In analogy to the HRF implemented in SPM, it was assumed that both gamma functions of the canonical HRF 228 have the same dispersion parameter, which describes the width of the gamma functions. Furthermore, the 229 HRF was characterized by the position parameters and (representing width and peak positions of the gamma 230 functions) and the ratio parameter (the ratio of the amplitudes of peak and undershoot). The parameters 231 ( , , , , ) were adjusted to fit the predicted response to the BOLD response. Using a custom written 232 MATLAB script, the fit was optimized with the method of least squares to minimize the deviation between fit 233 and measured BOLD response. This optimization procedure was repeated for 40,000 starting points to find the 234 global minimum of the fitting of EPI measurements. Starting points were generated within given limits of the 235 parameters using the function multistart. Chosen limits are given in Suppl. Table 2 . Due to the high temporal 236
resolution of LS measurements (50 ms) the optimization was repeated for 2000 starting points for these data. 237
To avoid unphysiological results, the fit had to fulfill two linear inequalities: Firstly, the time , at which the 238 HRF was at maximum, had to be smaller than the time , at which the undershoot reached its minimum 239 ( ≤ ). Secondly, the difference between and had to be less than 6 s ( − ≤ 6 ). The latter 240 inequality was chosen, because the undershoot of the HRFs did not always occur directly after the peak, if the difference was greater than 6 s. For measurements with 1 s or 5 s stimulation, only the first 20 s of the 242 extracted time courses were fitted, because the BOLD response had already subsided within this time frame. 243
For EPI measurements the fit of the time course and the time course itself have been normalized to the 244 maximum of the time course. The mean squared error (MSE) during the peak of the BOLD response was 245 determined for these normalized time courses. If the MSE was smaller than 0.035 and no parameter reached 246 its limits, the fit was considered successful. For LS measurements no MSE was determined. These fits were 247 considered successful if no parameter reached its limits. In cases where the amplitude reached the upper 248 limit given by the fitting procedure, time courses of the BOLD responses were normalized and fitted again. 249
This normalization was deemed acceptable since the amplitude of the fit was not relevant for the following 250 evaluation. 251 252 2.3.
Generation and characterization of condition-specific HRFs 253
HRFs were normalized and averaged across all measurements of single groups (Fig. 2D ). The resulting time 254 courses were used to derive the parameters of the canonical HRFs which were specified for the experimental 255 conditions of the examined groups (condition-specific HRFs). In SPM the canonical HRF is represented by 256 equation 1 without the scaling factor . Therefore, the parameters ( , , , ) were determined as outlined 257
in Fig. 2E . Firstly, the HRFs were normalized to the maximum of the human HRF. Secondly, the canonical 258 HRF (equation 1 without ) was fitted to the HRF time courses using MATLAB in analogy to the procedure 259 described in 2.2.3. The fit was optimized using the method of least squared errors, the optimization problem Subsequently, the maximum t-value max(T( )) was considered. To decide if this t-value represented a 273 significant difference, the HRFs were permutated randomly as often as possible and for each permutation the 274 maximum t-value was determined. Subsequently, the probability was calculated that the maximum t-value of 275 the original distribution was smaller than the maximum t-values of the permutations. This probability was 276 expressed as p-value of the functional t-test. A total of 33 functional t-tests between the experimental groups 277 were made. For this purpose, a MATLAB script was written which is available as supplement (Suppl. B). The 278 resulting p-values were Bonferroni corrected. 279 2.4.2. Statistical analysis using condition-specific and non-specific HRFs 280
Here, we specifically tested whether analysis of data obtained at experimental conditions that had been 281 identified to show significantly different HRFs requires the application of a condition-specific HRF in order to 282 achieve optimal detection performance. For this purpose, the condition-specific HRFs of the different groups 283 were implemented in SPM 12 (Friston, 2017) . Subsequently, the detection performance of SPM using these 284 different HRFs was compared. 285
Comparisons were made for analysis of 30 EPI datasets using SPM 12. These datasets had not previously 286 been used for determination of HRFs, and were acquired in experiments with either 5 s (n = 10) or 10 s 287 (n = 10) innocuous electrical paw stimulation of non-ventilated female Fischer rats, or from 5 s stimulation of 288 ventilated animals (n = 10). Prior to analysis, the datasets were realigned and smoothed using a 0.5 mm 289
Gaussian kernel using SPM. Analysis was performed by using the 1st order canonical basis set with the 290 convolution of the HRF and the stimulation paradigm as regressor. BOLD maps were calculated using a ttest 291 (p < 0.05, family wise error correction). Each dataset was first analyzed using its condition-specific HRF. The 292 resulting maximum t-values and cluster sizes, which indicated the number of activated voxels, were 293 considered as gold standard of reference. Subsequently, each dataset was analyzed using HRFs, specific for 294 different experimental conditions. The resulting cluster sizes and maximum t-values were normalized to the 295 gold standard values. The obtained relative cluster sizes and maximum t-values allowed for direct comparison 296 between detection performance of the condition-specific HRF and non-specific HRFs. A less than 25 % 297 difference to the gold standard was arbitrarily defined as equally well performing. 298 299 2.5.
Generation and characterization of the cortical rat HRF 300
HRFs of all measurements of all groups, except for those groups that had been found to differ significantly in 301 the functional t-test analysis were normalized and averaged. For implementation of the cortical rat HRF in 302 SPM the parameters ( , , , ) of the corresponding canonical HRF have been characterized using the 303 method described in section 2.3. 304 305 2.6.
Detection performance of the rat HRF 306
Detection performance of analysis using the cortical rat HRF was assessed using the 10 datasets of 5 s 307 electrical paw stimulation of non-ventilated rats and procedures to calculate relative cluster sizes and t-values 308 as described in 2.4.2. Firstly, detection performance of the 1st order canonical basis set using the rat HRF was 309 compared with the performance when using the human HRF. Secondly, the detection performance of the 3rd 310 order canonical basis set using the rat HRF was compared with the performance when using the human HRF. 311
For this purpose, the HRF and its temporal and dispersion derivatives were used as basis functions and were 312 convolved with the stimulation paradigm, and subsequently used as regressors. Finally, the datasets were also 313 analyzed with the 7th order FIR basis set, which consisted of a set of seven boxcar functions. The width of 314 each box equaled one seventh of 14 s, which represented the length of the BOLD response at 5 s stimulation. 315
BOLD maps of analysis with the 3rd order canonical basis set or the FIR set were calculated using an F-test 316 (p < 0.05, family wise error correction). The relative cluster sizes and F-values were calculated in analogy to 317 the procedure for the first order. 
Comparison of the determined HRFs 343
To assess whether experimental conditions have an impact on the HRF of rats, all HRFs were normalized and 344 experimental conditions were compared pairwise using the functional t-test. The threshold (p = 0.050) for 345 significant comparisons was corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction, resulting in a 346 threshold of p = 0.003. As shown in Table 1 almost no significant differences were found between different 347 stimulation modalities (electrical paw, mechanical paw, optogenetic stimulation), between male and female 348 rats, between Fisher and SD rats, between ventilated and non-ventilated animals, between anesthesia with 349 isoflurane versus medetomidine, between innocuous and noxious stimulation, for stimulation of 5 s versus 10 350 s, and finally for different stimulation frequencies (5, 9, 12 Hz, electrical paw stimulation; 9, 12, 120, 150 Hz, 351 optogenetic stimulation). Only three out of 33 comparisons showed a p-value smaller than 0.003: Significant 352 differences in the temporal dynamics of peak and undershoot were observed between the HRFs of subcortical 353 regions and the S1Fl (visual versus electrical paw stimulation, p < 0.001, Fig. 4A ), and between the HRFs of 354 electrical paw versus optogenetic stimulation using the opsin Chronos (p = 0.002, Fig. 4E ). The HRFs of 1 s 355 versus 5 s stimulation duration showed significant differences in the time to peak (p = 0.001, Fig. 4C ). 356 Differences in the time to peak, however non-significant, were also seen between the HRFs of electrical paw 357 versus optogenetic stimulation using the opsin C1V1 (p = 0.018, Fig. 4K ). Finally, non-significant differences 358 in the temporal dynamics of the undershoot were seen between the HRFs of 5 s versus 10 s stimulation 359 duration (p = 0.011, Fig. 4G ), and between the HRFs of ventilated versus non-ventilated animals (p = 0.012, 360 To assess the practical relevance of the differences between the individual HRFs, an independent analysis was 363 performed. The six pairs of experimental groups described before, were subjected to an evaluation whether 364 condition-specific HRFs were required for an optimal detection performance. These six pairs involved eight 365 different experimental groups, for each of which a condition-specific HRF was implemented in the GLM 366 framework of SPM 12 (Friston, 2017) , as summarized in Suppl. Table 3 . Datasets were first analyzed using its 367 condition-specific HRF, and the resulting cluster size and maximum t-value were defined as gold standard for 368 detection performance. Subsequently, each dataset was analyzed using a "wrong" condition-specific HRFs, 369 defined by the mutual partner in the six pairs. Median values for the resulting cluster sizes and maximum t-370 values, normalized to the gold standard values, were below a threshold of 0.75 for the three pairs that were 371 significantly different in the functional t-test analysis (Fig. 4B, D and F) . For one of the three remaining pairs, 372
the median values of the cluster sizes and maximum t-values, normalized to the gold standard values, were at 373 this threshold of 0.75 (Fig. 4L ). For the other two pairs the median values were over the threshold (Fig. 4H  374 and J). 375
Therefore, we conclude that the result of the statistical analysis agrees with the result of the functional t-test 376
and that most experimental parameters assessed here do not significantly alter the HRF. Yet, two highly 377 relevant exceptions were observed. The BOLD response in subcortical regions deviates from the response in 378 cortex and cannot be modeled with the same HRF. Furthermore, the rat HRF changed with stimulation 379 duration. Short stimuli (1 s) resulted in a significantly different HRF, as compared to longer stimulation 380 
A cortical rat HRF 389
To derive a cortical rat HRF all determined HRFs were normalized and averaged, except for those three 390 conditions that had been found to differ significantly in the functional t-test analysis. We thus obtained a 391 cortical rat HRF based on 143 BOLD measurements in the primary somatosensory cortex of 76 animals. 392 Fig. 5A illustrates that this cortical rat HRF deviates substantially from the human HRF. The maximum 393 already occurred after (2.8) s and the undershoot after (6.1) s, compared to 5 s and 15 s for the human HRF 394 (Friston, 2017) . Also the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rat HRF (2.3) s was much smaller than 395 the FWHM of the human HRF (5.3 s) (Friston, 2017) . Errors were calculated based on the standard deviation 396 over the fitted HRFs. The differences between the cortical rat HRF and the human HRF are significantly 397 larger than the differences between the condition specific HRFs (Fig. 5B) . To determine the parameters of the 398 canonical HRF which are needed for the use in SPM, the cortical rat HRF was fitted with the canonical HRF 399 (Suppl. Fig. 2 ). The cortical rat HRF was characterized by the dispersion parameter b = 2.0 the peak 400 parameters p 1 = 7.4 and p 2 = 8.9 and the ratio parameter V = 1.5. 401 402 403
Assessment of detection performance of the cortical rat HRF 404
To test the detection performance of the cortical rat HRF, statistical analysis of 10 datasets (all not ventilated 405 and 5s electrical paw stimulation) was performed with different sets of regressors. Datasets were first 406 analyzed with the 1st and 3rd order canonical set using a condition-specific HRF, and the resulting cluster size 407 and maximum t-or F-values were defined as gold standard of detection performance. Secondly, datasets were 408 analyzed with the 1st and 3rd order canonical set, using either the human or the cortical rat HRF. Finally, 409 Fig. 4 : Selected comparisons of six HRF pairs. Averaged HRFs which have been compared using the functional t-test are shown (A, C, E, G, I and K) for six pairs consisting of HRFs from eight different experimental groups (group number indicated by first number in the legend). Significant differences were found for HRFs from subcortical regions versus S1FL (A), for HRFs for 1 s versus 5 s stimulation (C), and for HRFs for sensory versus optogenetic stimulation using the opsin Chronos (E). Comparisons of 5 s versus 10 s stimulation (G), of ventilation versus no ventilation (I) and sensory versus optogenetic stimulation (C1V1 TT , K) are also shown. Headings indicate the differences between the compared groups. The shaded area of the HRFs indicates their confidence interval. n gives the number of measurements per group. Boxplots (B, D, F, H, J, and L) show relative cluster sizes (cs) and t-values (t), which resulted from the analysis of 10 measurements each. For determination of the relative values, datasets were first analyzed with the condition-specific HRF for one of the compared groups. The resulting cluster size and maximum t-value were taken as gold standard of the detection performance. Secondly, the same datasets were analyzed with the condition-specific HRF of the other group. The resulting cluster sizes and maximum t-values were normalized to the gold standard values. For relative cluster sizes and t-values of at least 0.75 (red line) differences in detection performance were assumed negligible. In the boxplots, the central mark represents the median, boxes include the 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to the last data points within the 1.5*interquartile, and outliers were marked as dots.
Fig. 5: Cortical rat HRF versus human HRF. (A)
The cortical rat HRF (green) and its standard deviation (green shading) obtained from 143 individual datasets versus the human HRF (black), which is implemented in SPM (Friston, 2017) by default. The cortical rat HRF proceeds significantly faster than the human HRF. (B) The differences between the cortical rat HRF (dark green) and the human HRF (black) are significantly larger than the differences between the condition-specific HRFs (thin lines). Also the differences between the HRFs of the conditions that are included the cortical rat HRF (green) and the HRFs of the conditions that were excluded from the cortical rat HRF (blue) are substantially smaller than differences to the human HRF.
datasets were analyzed using the 7th order FIR set. 410
Analysis with the 1st order canonical set using the human HRF failed to detect activation for 60 % of the 411 datasets. All other regressor sets were able to reliably detect activation. However, the clusters of the activation 412 maps differed in size and the magnitude of the t-or F-values (Fig. 6 ). For analysis with the 1st and 3rd order 413 of the canonical model using the human HRF and with the 7th order FIR, strong differences to the analysis 414 with the optimized HRF were detected. Analysis using the 1st order canonical model using the human HRF 415 revealed low relative cluster sizes (median = 0) and t-values (median = 0). Also for analysis with the 3rd order 416 model using the human HRF, the median of the relative F-values (0.60) is below the threshold of 0.75. 417
Analysis with the 7th order FIR showed a high coincidence with the cluster size of the analysis using the 418 condition-specific HRF. However, the relative F-values were substantially lower for the FIR analysis 419 (median = 0.56). In contrast, analysis using the rat HRF showed the best detection performance with relative 420 cluster sizes and t-or F-values higher than 0.80. 421 422 423 424 425
Discussion 426
In this study, BOLD responses of rats obtained under a variety of experimental conditions were investigated. 427 33 pairs of HRFs from 23 different experimental groups were compared, to identify the impact of individual 428 experimental parameters. Only three parameters, as revealed by the pairwise comparisons, showed significant 429 differences. Our data therefore suggest that the HRF in the rat brain is largely independent of commonly used 430 experimental parameters. Significant differences have been seen between the HRFs of 1 s and 5s stimulation, 431 possibly indicating a deviation from linearity of the BOLD response. Secondly, significant differences were 432 detected between the HRFs for sensory stimulation and optogenetic stimulation using the pan-neuronally 433 expressed opsin Chronos. Finally, significant differences were found for the HRFs of visual activation of 434 subcortical regions and activation of the cortex during electrical paw stimulation. Detection performances for the 1st order canonical model using the human or rat HRF (left), for the 3rd order canonical model using the human or rat HRF, and the 7th order FIR (right) are shown relative to analysis using the condition-specific HRF. Top: BOLD maps of one exemplary measurement. Bottom: Boxplots of relative cluster sizes (green), t-values and F-values (blue), which resulted from the analysis of 10 measurements each. Relative values were normalized to the results from analysis using the condition-specific HRF. The red line shows the threshold of 0.75. In the boxplots the central mark represents the median, boxes include the 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to last data points within the 1.5*interquartile, and outliers are indicated as dots.
4.1.
Rat HRFs differ significantly from the human HRF 441
The cortical rat HRF showed a significantly faster progression than the human HRF from Friston et al. (2017) . higher contribution of large vessel effects to the signal. As shown in Fig. 5 B, the differences between cortical 446 rat HRF and the human HRF are by far larger than the differences between the different conditions-specific rat 447
HRFs. We found that the latter differences do not notably affect the statistical analysis of BOLD 448 measurements of rats, while exchanging HRFs of humans and rats has a substantial influence on the analysis. 449
As shown in Fig. 6 , analysis using the cortical rat HRF resulted in a substantially better detection performance 450 than the analysis using the human HRF or the 7th order FIR basis set. 451
4.2.
Methodological aspects of the HRF calculation 452
The aim of this study was to improve the framework of the GLM for statistical analysis of rodent data 453 acquired under commonly used experimental conditions. Of course, it was not possible to examine all possible 454 conditions that are commonly applied. Our study compared different settings of ten experimental parameters 455 and investigated measurements from 23 groups with different experimental conditions. These cover a 456 substantial range of conditions found in typical fMRI experiments in rat. Yet, it has to be acknowledged that 457 the use of only two rat strains, only two anesthetic regimens, and only two brain regions set limitations for 458 generalization of our findings. A second limitation being the small group size (n = 5-14), which is typical for 459 rodent studies, was overcome by development of the functional t-test. This statistical procedure was able to 460 provide robust and significant results despite the small group sizes. 461
4.3.
HRFs for different brain regions 462
It was shown previously for both humans (Handwerker et al., 2004) and rodents (Amirmohseni et al., 2016; 463 Schlegel et al., 2015; Schroeter et al., 2014 ) that the BOLD response varies across brain regions. We found 464 significant differences between the HRFs in somatosensory cortex and subcortical visual pathways, suggesting 465 that our cortical rat HRF is only valid for analysis of cortical regions. This notion is supported by a study 466 reporting differences between the BOLD responses in the visual cortex and subcortical regions upon visual 467 stimulation (Pawela et al., 2008) . In contrast, a study by Bailey et al. (2013) found no significant differences 468 in the impulse response functions of the primary visual cortex and superior colliculus for visual stimulation 469 with a frequency of 1-5 Hz, but reported inherent neurovascular uncoupling for a stimulation frequency of 470 Considering that our cortical rat HRF was only determined on the basis of BOLD responses in the 473 somatosensory cortex, the question arises whether our HRF is also valid for other cortical brain regions. It is 474 commonly assumed that the cellular structure is very similar throughout the cortex. Recently, it was shown 475 that the density of penetrating arterioles is nearly uniform across different cortical regions (Adams et al., 476 2018) . For the human cortex, temporal parameters of the BOLD response upon audiovisual stimulation were 477 found to remain fairly stable across the neocortex, despite small but significant variations (Taylor et al., 2018) . 478
We, therefore, assume that our rat HRF provides a better approximation than the human HRF for analysis of 479 the BOLD response in the entire rat cortex. 480
4.4.
Linearity of the BOLD response 481
The procedures for extracting the HRF implemented in this manuscript are based on the assumption that the 482 hemodynamic BOLD response to neuronal activation can be described by a linear model, and that a linear 483 relationship exists between stimulation paradigm and the induced neuronal activation. Accordingly, the HRF 484 should be independent of the stimulation duration. However, we have observed a significant difference 485 between the HRFs for 1 s and 5 s stimulation, possibly indicating a deviation from the linearity of the BOLD 486 response. One possible cause for this deviation may be neuronal adaptation. Local field potential 487 measurements have previously shown that neuronal adaptation occurred after less than 5 s for a stimulation 488 frequency of 9 Hz (Schmid et al., 2016) . Thus, the shape of the time course of neuronal activation may deviate 489 from the box car shape of the stimulation paradigm for longer stimulation durations, possibly explaining the 490 difference between 1 s and 5 s stimulation. Consequently, our cortical rat HRF inherently includes effects of 491 neuronal adaptation which occur for longer stimulation durations. We think that our cortical rat HRF therefore 492 provides an appropriate approximation for most paradigms using stimulation durations of 5 s or longer. 493
Additionally, an HRF for measurements with 1 s stimulation duration has been determined (1-s HRF, Suppl. 494 Table 3 ) and can be implemented in SPM (Suppl. C). The 1-s HRF is most likely the best choice for analysis 495 of measurements with short stimulation durations or for analysis of measurements for which the actual shape 496 of the neuronal response is known. 497
Assuming linearity of the BOLD response, the HRF should be independent of stimulation frequency. reported that the differences in evoked field potentials were prominent between low frequencies (1-3 Hz) and 504 higher frequencies (10-12 Hz) for electrical paw stimulation. We therefore analyzed the shape of the HRF 505 only for frequencies between 5 Hz and 12 Hz for paw stimulation and found no substantial differences in this 506 narrow range. Optogenetic stimulation, which directly drives neuronal spiking, resulted in robust BOLD 507 responses for stimulation frequencies up to 150 Hz. No frequency-dependent effects were observed, 508
suggesting that the vascular response is largely independent of stimulation frequency. 509
Our study did not investigate whether the length of individual pulses had an influence on the linearity of the 510 BOLD response. A study by Ngai et al. (1995) has shown that extending the pulse length by a factor of ten 511 strongly influenced pial arteriolar diameter and blood flow. Therefore, it has to be assumed that the BOLD 512 response is also dependent on the pulse length. 513
The observed deviations from linearity of the BOLD response are consistent with several human studies 514 suggesting a nonlinearity between stimulation and neuronal activity. 519
There are models which include nonlinearities of the BOLD response (Friston et al., 2000; Friston et al., 1998; 520 Wager et al., 2005) . However, these models require more parameters, which can lead to overfitting and 521 unphysiological results. Our cortical rat HRF, which includes the effects of neuronal adaptation, therefore 522 appears to be a feasible alternative providing a good approximation for analyzing rodent fMRI data acquired 523 at common experimental conditions. 524
4.5.
Impact of anesthetic regimen and pain 525
The shape of the BOLD response is also influenced by other factors. A substantial impact of the anesthetic 526 according to our analysis the temporal shape of the HRF showed no difference after the addition of low doses 532 of isoflurane to medetomidine. 533
Furthermore, according to previous reports pain influences the shape of the BOLD response. In different rat 534 models of pain a biphasic shape of the BOLD response has been observed (Amirmohseni et al., 2016) . In 535 contrast, our analysis of the cortical HRF showed no difference between innocuous and noxious stimulation. 536
The impact of the complex phenomenon of pain on the neurovascular response in different brain regions 537 remains a matter of further investigation and it is questionable whether the BOLD response can still be 538 described by the linear model under painful conditions. 539 4.6.
Sex related differences of the HRF 540
For humans a gender related difference of the BOLD amplitude has been reported (Kaufmann et al., 2001; 541 Levin et al., 1998) . A possible cause of this difference is a higher global cerebral blood flow in women (Gur 542 and Gur, 1990) . For rats, a sex related difference of the response of cerebral blood flow has been reported for 543 hypercapnia, but not for normal physiological conditions (Ances et al., 2001) . However, only differences in 544 amplitude were observed and no differences in the temporal evolution of the BOLD response were detected. 545
For the method used to determine the HRF in this study, only the temporal evolution of the BOLD response is 546 relevant, whereas amplitude is not. Therefore, our result of no significant difference between the HRFs of 547 female and male rats is consistent with the literature. However, it is possible that the BOLD maps of male and 548 female animals cannot be compared quantitatively. 549 4.7.
Impact of stimulation pathways 550
Our study provides only limited insight into the impact of neuronal processing on the HRF. In a study by Liu 551 et al. (2015) , optogenetic stimulation of the central thalamus resulted in negative signal changes in cortex 552 upon 10 Hz stimulation, while stimulation with 40 Hz and 100 Hz resulted in a positive BOLD signal. We did 553 not observe an impact of the stimulation frequency on the HRF, nor did any of the sensory inputs result in 554 different HRFs. Optogenetic stimulation using the opsin C1V1 TT , expressed only in excitatory neurons, also 555 did not result in an altered HRF. However, for optogenetic stimulation using the opsin Chronos expressed in 556 all neurons, including inhibitory interneurons, a significantly different HRF was observed. This difference 557 supports the recently published notion that inhibitory interneurons are crucial in shaping the BOLD response 558 (Aksenov et al., 2019) . Further, our study only considered positive signal changes of the BOLD responses and 559 did not assess whether negative signal changes can also be modeled by the cortical rat HRF. Such analysis, 560 however, may require alternative models, since the mechanism of negative BOLD is a matter of debate 561 
Conclusions 563
We have determined a cortical rat HRF based on 143 BOLD measurements in the primary somatosensory 564 cortex of 76 animals, which proceeds significantly faster than a human HRF. GLM analysis of rat fMRI data 565 with the appropriate rat HRF implemented in SPM showed better detection performance as compared to using 566 the human HRF or the FIR approach. Strictly, our cortical rat HRF is valid only for the range of experimental 567 conditions tested, which were male or female Fischer or SD rats, mechanical or electrical paw stimulation 568 (both innocuous and noxious) or optogenetic stimulation, using frequencies from 5 Hz up to 12 Hz and 569 durations of 5 s or 10 s, under medetomidine anesthesia or medetomidine supplemented with 0.7% isoflurane, 570 using ventilation or spontaneous breathing animals. Yet, the small differences between the different condition-571 specific HRFs as compared to the human HRF, suggest that our cortical rat HRF is a good choice for analysis 572 of rat fMRI data. If experimental conditions differ from those investigated here, caution is warranted, and 573 results should be verified by either deriving a conditions-specific HRF or using the FIR approach. This is in 574 particular valid for subcortical regions and stimulation with very short pulses, and may also apply for other 575 anesthetic regimens. 576 577 Declaration of interest 586 none 587 588
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